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GROWTH AND BEHAVIOR OF 29- TO 32-YtAR-OLD
RED ALDER CONIFER, AND i1IXED STANDS

INTRO.LUCT I oN

Within the past decade red alder (Alnus rubra Bong.)
has taken its piece among the commercial timber species of
this country and is now at a stage where information On

management techniques is urgent. The series of events
leading to this status of alder management is analogous
to the pattern established with species of earlier promi-

nence. This pattern begins with inheritance of the stands,

followed by harvesting and market establishment, arid lastly

the "growing". However, unlike the lengthy and sometimes
disastrous time lag between "harvesting" and "growing"

which characterized forest management practices of former
years, a real effort is being made by public and private

industry to develop red alder management guidelines for

immediate use. The urgency of this need resdted from the
rapid elevation of this species from a fuelwood utilization

to a source of raw material for furniture, paneling, paper
pulp, and many other products,

Natural habitats of existing stands of alder clearly

illustrate conditions under which it grows, and where it
grows best; but knowledge as to whether it is the best
species for the site is sketchy. Early recognition of the

need for basic growth data of red alder and associated



species was macis by a few forward-looking forester.21 who

in 1935-37 established test stands for subsequent study.
These stands are located on the Cascade Head xperimontal

Forest on the Oregon Coast.

Treatments were designed to illustrate growth
potentials of red alder as it occurs in pure stands, in
mixture with similar aged conifer species, and in stands
thinned at an early age. Growth of those alder stands
were then compared with growth of a pure conifer stand
consisting of Douglas-fir (Pseudotauga menztsti (Mirb.)
France), Sitica spruce (Picea sltchonBl,o Bong.) Carr),

and western hemlock (Tsuga hetorophla (Raf.) Sarg.).
The objective of this analysts, therefore, is to contribute
growth data developed from periodic measurements of thea.

stands to supplement existing information for the purpose
of improving red alder ianagement practices.

Persons instrumental in planning and establishment
of the study include Walter If. Meyer, Leo A. Isaac,
Marion Nance, and Thornton T. Munger.
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PROMINENCE OF RED ALDER

Red alder is the principal hardwood tree of the
Pacific Northwest. It reachas. its fullest development

in western Oregon arid %ashington, but its potential

commercial range also includes sc utheastern Alaska and

British Columbia. It ordinarily occurs not further

inland than 100 miles and is uncommon above elevations

of 2,500 feet (13, p.1). Alder' represents 60 per cent

of the total hardwood aawtimber stand in the Paciflo

Northwest, the U. 3. Forest Service estimates the 1der

volume to be 11,262 million board feet, log scale, Soribner'

rule, almost equally divided between western Washington

and western Oregon (Table 1).

Although alder represents only about 2 per cent of

the total wood supply in the Pacific Northwest, it is of

growing importanc, especially in localities where concen

trated volumes are easily accessible to manufacturing

facilities. It is likely that the proportion of alder

and other hardwoods to the total timber stand will increase

as the heavier concentrations of virgin timber are reduced,

arid as logging cntinues to open up areas, thereby providing

more favorable oonditions for its development.



County

Oregon

Table 1.--Estimated volumes of red alder aawtlmber
in Western Oregon and Washington1 1952

shlngton

County Volume
?lillion board feet

Clark 87

Cowlitz 14.28

Grays Harbor 663

Lewis 295

Mason 178

Pacific 507

Skainania 117

Snohomiab 67].

Wahkiakum 193

All others 1069 All others 2775

Total 53I8 59114.

Source: Statistics for named counties from Forest Survey
reports 1914.9-1955, Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, Portland, Oregon; for
unnamed counties, 1932-1914.6 Forest Survey un-
published estimates.

Volume
ilion board fe t

Clatsop 323

Co luiub Ia 179

Coos 14.98

Curry l2I

Douglas 333

Lincoln 1713

Tillamook 1109



OC CURIEN CE

The best sites for this species occur along

borders ut streams and in adjacent bottom land or in
fairly well-drained soils in areas where annual precipi-

tation exceeds LO inches. In such areas, which are

freqAently upland slopes, the tree occurs in pure, but
irregular stands of a few acres upwards to several

hundred acres. Scattered trees occur in varying degrees

of mixture throughout the coniferous types of the coastal
plains, interior valleys, and lower slopes of the Cascade,

Olympic, and Coast ranges. The common coniferous associ-
ates of alder are Douglas-fir, western hemlock, Sitka

spruce, western red cedar, and grand Liz'.



?VI OF LI1RATUiiE

The attention focused on red alder because of

its repetitious appearance in commercial timber stands

and its spectacular encroachment on recently harvested

areas has resulted in a bit-by-bit accumulation of

information on the growing habits of this species that

have fairly wide application. Some of the better known

characteristics of red alder are cited as follows:

Johnson, Hanzlik, and Gibbons (5, p.36) stated "Owing

to its early maturity, the species which are first

suppressed by rod alder later outstrip it"; Haddock

(14, p.12) reports that dense 20- to 3O-yer-old stands

have remarkably even crown canopies; and Baker (1, p.5)

concluded that even-aged alder stands mature at 60 to 65

years of age. Another characteristic frequently discussed

is the amelioration of site through the buildup of soil

nitrogen and abundant leaf humus (8, p.9114-915).

Not so universally understood is the behavior of

red alder in mixed stands, or the production of red alder

compared with conifer. The early notion that red alder

was a nurse crop ftr conifers probably grow out of its

use in Europe where it served as such for planted stands

of beach and oak (14, p.11). It is cünceivable that this

theory might be true for a less competitive species of



alder, or one out of its natural range; but there is no

soi.and evidence or general agreement among foresters to

currently support this function by red alder in the
Pacific Coast forests. Instead, comments to the contrary
are becoming more common. Aufdsrheide/ states, "Contrary
to common belief, &jdei' is not a good nurse crop for

conifers. It is instead a rugged competitor". Lloyd

(6, p.L) estimates that Douglas-fir ii about 38 per cent
more efficient as a wood producer than red alder on a
similar site. Day (2, p.7I.) remarks, "It seems to be

quite certain that no species of conifer will become

established where it (red alder) occirs in really dens.

young thickets". On the plus 8ide, red alder has several

features which point to the much desired short rotation

management, some of these are: its vigorous establishment
on properly prepared sites (1i, p.10), its rapid early
growth (, p.36), and its early maturity (11, p.2-L).
In short, It seems that red alder should be managed not
as a nurse crop or soil builder, but for the sake of
alder.

Probably the biggest gap in alder management

needs are reliable yield estimates, and how alder yields

Aufderheide, Robert. Some notes on alder manag.ment.
Unpublished manuscript on rue at the Pacific Northwest
Forest and Range Experiment Station, l9O.



compare with those of other connnercisl species which grow
on similar sites. The importance of information of this
sort lies not only in making the right decision as to
which species to grow, but also when to harvest. To this
:end the scarcity of continuous inventory data or aid
stands increases the value of records kept on the tent
stands reported on in this paper.



DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

The study area was a tract of approximately 20
acres (Figure 9-D) which waswell stocked with red alder
ad conifer reproduction. It was located on the Cascade
Read Experimental Forest near Otis, Oregon. Std on
the five plots reported on in this study were grouped
on about an 8-acre segment of this tract. The land had

earlier been cleared for agriculture, but was abandoned
prior to 1926. Topography was relatively uniform with a

moderate slope of about 1 per cent, a southwest aspect,
and a complete absence of crooks within the study area.
The tract was site class III for Douglas-fir. Elevation

was about 600 feet.

The soils in the vicinity are classified as

Astoria silty clay or clay loam, representative of the

reddish-brown latosol aubordu' of the great soil groups.

Soil depth ranges up to 6 feet. Soil reaction is strongly

acid with a pH of about 5.0. Because of the mild, wet

climate, humus develops rapidly. The forest floor is
usually less than 2 inches thick, but the A1 horizon
generally extends to L. Inches or more.

Climate is typical of the "fog belt". It is a
marine climate characterized by moderate temperatures,

much cloudiness, frequent rains, and summer fog. Normal

annual precipitation, almost all in the form of rain, is
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approximately 90 Inches. The mean annual temperature Is
about 00F. Days when the temperature is below freezing

or above 80°F. are Infrequent. (7, p.1).
Ground cover was fairly uniform, with bracken

fern (Pteridium Qui1Ini) the most common and rank species.

Other conspicuous types of vegetation in addition to the

conifer and alder seedlings and trees included rusty

menzieeia (Menziesla ferruginea) salmonbsrry (Rubus

ectabI1ia), St. Johnswart (Nypericum. ap.), and

flrsweed (Bpilobium anguatifoilum). Bracken was especially

dense in some areas where it concealed coniferous seedlings

(FIgure 1).
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Figure l.-P 1, the unthinn,dalder-oontfsr stand, as

itappeared in l93. Bracken fern partially

overtopped by red alder conceals over 2000

conifer seedlings per acre. Repeat photos,

16 years later and 22 years later, are shown

in Figures 2 arid 9-A respectively.
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13

Figure uA repeat picture of plot I at age 2L..
cler'atory treee are conifers.the ama



1L.



PLOT ESTABLISHMENT

The initial installations were made in June and

July, 193 when plots 1 and 2 were established in 8-year"

old stands. These were followed by plot 3 in March, 1936

in a similar aged stand. The final 2 plots ware installed

in April, 1937 in an 11-year-old stand for plot 14, and

in a 12-year-old stand fr plot . All plots war. one-half

sore except plot 14 which was a full acre.

The unequal distribution of trees among the five

plots shown in Table 2 was almost entirely a result of

treatment or intentional selection of study plots. Plots

1 and 2 were very similar, each having a good mixture of

conifer and over 1000 red alder trees per acre. Reciprocal

treatments on plots 3 and 14 greatly reduced stocking and

completely changed the composition. Plot 3 was transformed

Into a pure conifer stand with 11148 well-spaced trees per

acre by removing all alder and thinning the conifers; then,

with alternate species selection, plot 14 was converted to

a pure red alder stand with 733 well-spaced trees per acre

(Figure 3). Plot was unique in that it had only a few

conifers. This pure alder stand was so well stocked that

no effort was made to tally the few conifers or suppressed

ald.r (Figure 3). It contained l33 red alder trees of the

dominant, codominant and intermediate crown classes.



Specie $

Red Alder

Douglas-fir
Sitka Spruc.
Western

Hemlock 102

L1

Total

All
trees: l.5"+db

10281/ 178

1436 2

19214 0

All
: trees: 1.5"+dbh:

1388

288

660

2 14514

0 588

614 0 106

320 11148

Includes 18 willows per acre.

Includes 16 wlflows per acre.

Al). red alder removed and conifers thinned to approximate 6' z 6t sp
The number of trees removed is unlrnowra.

All conifers removed and alders thinned to approximate 81 x 81 spacing.
The number of trees removed was 2,297 alder and 329 conifers.
Includes only dominants, codominants, and intermediates, A few conifers
wore present but were not tallied.

PLOTS

0

AU All All
ees:1.5"+dbh:trees:1,5"+dbh:treea:).,5"+dbh

0 0/ 733/ 85 1353/ 1176

0'

1 2 3 14 S
Unthinned Unthinned Thinned to Thinned to UnthinnOd

Aldar-Conife Alder-Conifer Pure Conifer Pure Alder Pure Alder
Age 8 Age 8 Age 8 Age 11 Age 12

Table 2.---Trees per acre at time of plot estab 1. abment

211. 0

0
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Figtzre 3,-P1ot L, th. thinned alder atand, and plot 5

the unthinned pure ald.r stand (in right back'
ground) as they appeared after establishment

in 1937. The same area is shown in Figure 4,

114 years later, and in Figur. 9-3, 20 years
later.





1.9

Figure u Plot I., the unthinned pta' ider stand, at
age 2. This is the saae areas as i Figure



0



METHOD

Although trees or all sizes were tallied at time
of plot establishment, only thcae of 1.5 inches d.b.h. and
larger were considered in computing stand growth and

volume. These trees were grouped in lincb diameter
classes; the minimum class being 2 inches. Each stand
was analyzed in 3 size segments. The 2.inch class and

larger included practically all the volume the site was
producing (cubic volume) including volume of tip above

14 inches d.i.b. and stump. Growth and volume data of the

smaller trees of this segment contributed considerable
information on ingrowtb and mortality which helped to
discern stand behavior, The 6-inch class and larger which
excludes stump and tip, represented tho most effective
portion of growing stock and at age 30 approximated

commercial stand volume. Th. third saent, 12-inch

class or larger, appited to only a small portion of each
stand but was use:u3. in comparing 8cribnor board toot
volume and nunber of large trees.

The first measurement, after östabliahmont, was

mad in l9Ii.l when the stands were 114 to 17 years old.
Thereafter measurements were made ever 5 years through
1956. Data recorded for each examination included tres
diameters at d.b.h., mortality, ingrowth, and represefltative

samples of tree height.,

Following the 1956 extminations a major effort was
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made to standardize all periodic measurements. The

procedure ou.tllned in "Standard Computations foz Permanent

Sample Plots" (9, p.1-]i.) was used as a guide in preparing

stand tables, height curves, and local volume tables.

For the most part, published volume tables (10)

were used in preparing local tables but some adjuatmenta

were necessary (Tables lii,, l and 16). Cubic volumes of

the selected rod alder table had to be extended downward

to include diameters of 2 inches and heights of 20 feet.

In addition, stump and tip volumes had to be added for

computing total tree volume for the stand 8e4ent of

2thch d.b.h. and larger, The lower diameter classes of

the cubic root Sitka spruce table were also adjusted to

appear more reasonable when curved.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Number of Trees

The deliberate selection of test stands and

treatments caused considerable variation between plots

in number of trees. Table 2 shows the unequal number of

trees at time of establiabment, and Figure 5 the constant

change in total numbers and size classes throughout the

stand history.

Number of trees alone does little to explain stand

growth, but it does help to characterize stand behavior.

Total number of trees in the pure alder stands culminated

during the age period of 12 to 17. The mixed a1derconif'

stands culminated a few years later, and the pure conifer

stand still later. This trend, caused by persistent

conifer trees, shows up especially well in plots 1 and 2.

The 100 per cent pure aldu' stands of the 2-inch class and

larger at time of establishment on these two plots, changed

over 2 decades until at age 29 the conifers represented

2/3 of the trees on plot 1 and 1/2 of the trees on plot 2.

More significant than total number of trees with

respect to volume of wood production was the number and

size of merchantable trees per acre. Figure 5 shows that

at the last examination the number of trees of the 6-inch

class and larger varied only from 320 per acre on plot 3
to 362 on plot 5. This apparent equalization of a major
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14

w12
14

2

Plots

1 2 3 4

Unthinned Unthinned Thinned to Thinned to Unthinned

Alder-Conifer Alder-Conifer Pure Conifer Pure Alder Pure Alder

Age--Years

Fig. . --Number of trees. Entire bar represents all trees of the 2-inch
dbh class and larger. The top shaded portion represents the
number of trees in the 2- to 6-inch class; the unshaded portion
are trees in the 6- to 12-inch class; and the lower shaded
portion are trees of the 12-inch dbh class and larger.

14 19 24 29 14 19 24 29 14 19 24 29 16 21 26 1 22 27 32



stand charator1st1c might logically lead to th
supposition that all test stends were almost equally
productive. Height difference and the less obvious
distribution of the largest tress, however, caused wide
differences in ylelda.
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Tree Heights

Tree heights varied considerably with treatments.

Figure 6 shows retarded height development by the

untliinned mixed stands; moderate height growth response

to release by thinned conifer and thinned alder; and

unrestricted height growth in the dense, unthinned, pure

alder atando At a common stand age of 29 years comparative

heights were 57 and 50 feet for elder end conifer

respectively in the unththnad mixed stands; 59 feet for

the pure conifer stand; 60 feet for the thinned pure
alder stand; and 70 feet for the unthinned pure alder

stand. The subordinate position of the thinned alder

to the unthinned pure alder was probably caused by th.

"thinning for good spacing" at age 13. which removed many

of the taller trees and moat likely some of the potentially

faster growing seedlings. Rate of height growth, however,

is slightly in favor of the thinned alder stand and may

eventually erase the height difference between these two

stands.

The pure conifer stand was the only one which

showed an increasing rate of height growth. This

characteristic will probably lead to an early height
dominance over all test stands,
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Volum

Cubic volums.--Cubio root volume at time of last
examination favored the unthinned pure alder stand as
shown in the following tabulation:

P10 2"+ d.b,h., 6"+ d.b.h.

2. 14.150 271i.7

2 3789 2663

3 14736 3880

14 14335 3539

5 5155 14128

In terms of cords, using the conversion factor

of 82 cubic feet per cord (12, p.6),the volume of trees
of the 6-inch class and larger ranged from 32 cords on

plot 2 to SO cords on plot 5.

When the above comparisons were made on an equal

age basis, the difference between alder plots were reduced

and the favorable position of the pure conifer stand was

strengthened. Figure 7-A shows the pure conifer stand

at 29 years matching the 14,600 cubic foot volume of the

pure unthinned alder stand at the same age. The cu.'vea

of merchantable volume in Figu.re 7-B shows an even greater

advantage ror the pure conifer which overtook the unthinned

pure alder at age 27 and built up a 1400-cubic foot margin

by age 29. Three-fourths of the 3,880 cubic feet of conifer

volume was composed of Douglas-fir. Th. remainder was

28



A. --2-inch dbh class and larger

& 2. Unthinned alder-conifer

Thinned to pure conifer
Thinned to pure alder
Unthinned pure alder

29

B.--6-inch dbh class and larger

10 15 20 25 30

Age- -years

Fig.7 .--Cubic foot volume

1

0

0
U
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Sitka spruce with smaller amounts of western hemlock

and red alder.
The difference in merchantable volume between

stands at age 29 was unusually uniform. Similar to the

difference between th. pure conifer and unthinned pure
alder, 1400-cubic feet was also the margin of the latter
over the thinned pure alder, which, in turn, was 1400-
cubic feet more than the unthinned mixed stands (Fig. 76).
This middle position of the thinned alder stand with
respect to the other alder stands was probably directly

related to the early treatment. The release of the alder

by removal of conifers apparently avoided the competitive

etrule between species as experienced in the mixed stands,
but the heavy thinning of alder to produce good spacing
removed more growing stock than was necessary.

The ordr of ranking and uniformity of differences,
however, was altered somewhat when volumes were computed

for entire stems clown to the 2-inch d.bh. class (Fig. 7-A).
The large numbers of small trees provided surfiolent
additional volume for the unthinned mixed stands to bracket

the volume of the pure alder stand of plot 14 which was

relieved of its excess small trees at age 11.



Board foot voluxns.--Serlbner board root volume

has limited meaning when applied to stands of such small

tree sizes, but helps to emphasizo the striking influence

of diameter growth. Since board foot volumes included

only those trees of the 12-inch class and larger, there

was a close relationship between number of trees and

volume. The relationship was more vivid because of the

coincidence that these larger trees averaged close to

100 board feet each, and is illustrated as follows:

The good response of the conifer stand to th.
release thinning at age 8 is clearly expressed in the

large number of trees in the 12-inch d,b.b class, and

larger, as well as in its unmatohed board foot volume.

Although the 14 other stands may improve their board

foot production during the next period, because of greater

number of potential ingrowth trees into board foot diameter

Plot Treatment
No.

Trees
Sribner

board feet

1 Unthmnned
alder-conifer 16 17514

2 Unthinned
alder-conifer 6 836

Thinned to
pure conifer 714 6734

14 Thinned to
pure alder 6 6146

S Unthinned
pure alder

20 2538



sizes, it is certain that the board toot productiQn of

the conifer stand can never be threatened. Continued

favorable board foot production by the conifer stand is

assured primarily because of its superior diaeter

relationship expressed as follows:

Average Diamet

D.B.H. PLOTS
Class 2 3 tj.

32

S - S - - S p - * -

7.8 7.8 7.9 8.0

12,14 13.0 13.8 12.,! 32.8

Growth

Growth rates do niore to characterize stand

behavior than any other form of measurement. They not

only show the pattern of accumulated voLiae but also

provid, the basis for predicting future growth trends.

Definition of terms.--A prereqiisite to sound

interpretation of growth data is the selection of

appropriate growth terms. Some of the basic eienenta

sugested by Gilbert (3, p.1.5) and used in this study

were production, inrowth, and orta1ity. These terms

defined are as follows:

Productionx The increase in volume of live trea.

This volume is con.osod cf growth on initial trees

plus the entire volume of sU trees which grew

into the lowest inventoried diameter class during



the period.

Ingrowtb: The volume at the end of the period

of those trees that grow into the lowest inven-

toried diameter class during the period.

Mortality: The volume of initial trees that died

during the period.

Although "net growth" was not directly computed

for this study, it shows up in Figure 6 as that portion

of production which remains after subtracting ingrowth.

Another term which Is sometimes helpful in de8cribing
stand behavior is "volume increase". This element which

Includes the volume of mortality along with the volume

increase in live trees helps to evaluate total productive

capacity of the stand, Its greatest use Is to account

for unusually heavy mortality which would otherwise

distort the growth picture.

Produotion.--Yroduction, or the periodic increase

in volume In live trees, follows varying patterns depending
on the seent of the stand being measured. Culmination

in cubic foot periodic growth for all trees of the 2-inch

d.b.h. class and larger occurred before the age 2S for

all stands except the pure conifer stand which alone

continued to increase (Figure 8-A). In contrast, culmi-

nation had not been reached in any stand when considering

only trees of the 6-inch d.b.h. class and larger (Figure 8-8).
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Fig 8. --Cubic foot production, ingrowth, and mortality for 5-year periods.
Production is entire bar above zero. tngrowth is unshaded portion

above zero. Mortality is that portion of bar below zero.

31i.

1 2 3 4 5

Unthinned Unthinned Thinned to Thinned to Unthinned
Alder-Conifer Alder-Conifer Pure Conifer Pure Alder Pure Alder



Furthermore, production in the segment having the larger

trees was abott equal to, or greater than, the combined
production of ci]. troea 2 inches and larger. For example,

the production for plot ]. for the peried between ages

2L. and 29 including all trees of the 2-inch class and

larger, was 1,i7 cubic feet compared to l,3O cu}.c

feet for the stand seent including the lesser number of

trees of the 6-inch d. b. b. class and larger.

ThIs variance of behavior between stand size

clessea again reflects the influence of growth and mortality

of the smaller trees, Figure 8 shows mortality as that
portion of the bar which extends below the zero horizontal
axis. It is obvious that most mortality occurred in trees

within the 2- to 6-inch diameter size. ben estimating
the growth of the stand that included this stand segment,
production was reduced by the entire volume of trees that
died. This aspect of growth will continue throughout the
rotation period, except that the portion of the stands

having unfavorable growth-mortality ratios will move

gradually upward into larger but still suppressed

diameter classes.

To facilitate comparing production of these

young stands with others, a c.nversion was made to a more

familiar stand measure. Using a factor of board feet



per cubic root of wood./, (12, p.17) the 6-inch and

1aRx1 a;ent of the 20- to 32- year-old stands pro-

duced the following volimes and annual incroments:

The mean annual incrernent3 were somewhat

depressed because of the high proportion of low production

establishment years included ir the average. Iloweve:

the periodic annual Increments for recent yesri were

quite favorable, although it must be remembered that

ingrowth accounts for 11.5 to 1/3 of the volume.

Ingrowth.--The influence of ingrowth also

varies with age and portion of the stand being considered.

Ingrowth was regarded as part of stand growth although

actually not only the current periodic growth of newly

tallied trees was included but also the entire tree

A conversion factor to board fqot volume was used in
lieu of international board foot volume because tables
were not available for red alder.
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Plot Yield
In crererit

Annual
19.51-19.56.

sean Ann al Periodic

- a - - a - a - - - - * - a - -- - Esoa d toe - - - a - - - - a a - -

1 l3,73 14714 130.5

2 l3,3l 14.59 11214.

3 19,1400 669 20014.

14 17,69.5 .571 1220

.5 20,6140 614 1332



volume previously accumulated. Figure 8 illustrates

the imortanco of this factor when dealing with young

stands.

During the years of establishmnt, ingrowth

ciiiprised a large portion of the stand volume. But as

the number of trees 2-inches in diameter and larger

began to saturate the growing space, the number of new

troeS diminished to obscurity (Figure 8A). In contrast,

the dominant portion of the stand (Figure 8-B) continued

to accept the more vigorous individuals of the smaller

trees as they grew into the lowest inventoried diameter

class. However, ingrowth into the 6-inch and larger

portion of the stands will continue only until the growth

capacity at this higher level in turn becines saturated.

Ingrowth should logically be included when

considering stand growth from the commercial viewpoint,

beuse of the value increment. Caution should be used,

however, to avoid the possibility of misinterpreting

reduced stand production as a reduction in growth rate.
For example when thore are no more ingrowth trees in

a stand, production must rely solely on growth of trees

tallied at beginning of period. Without the boost of

total tree volume of ingrowtb, production may fall off,

even though growth on initial trees may remain favorable.

Growth tronds.--The contrast between plots is

sufficiently great to show that the pure conil'er stand
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has sdvarAced to a level of prcthctcn considerably above

FJfl of the other stands (FigAro f). This striking

superiority in growth Was equally impressive in both

stand sje ciRases. For the I. other stands, however,

only the 6-inch and larger stand size shows any definite

inherent growth patterns. There was a pairing up of

growth patterns for the pure alder stands on the one

hand and mixed ldor-conifer on the other. Prcdction in

the mixed stands of Figure 6-B show a sharp and almost

regular increase for the last L periods, while production

in the pure alder stands show a rapid initial increase

followed by a leveling-off trend f.sr the last 3 periods.

These sets of growth patterns are not evident in the

2-inch-or-greater stand class because of the masking

effect on growth by large numbers of small trees (Fig re

and mortality (Figure 8-A).

The reason for these two rather distinct growth

patterns apparently lies in stand composition. The pure

alder stands, without hindrance of competition by conifers,

expressed dominance at an early age and exhibited the

well known characteristic of rapid initial growth. Mean-

while, the alder trees of the mixed tanda were struggling

for dominance with large numbers of conifers. The alder

of the mixed stands eventually overtopped the cunifer

(Figure 6); and although volume-wise the stands were set



back, production at ae 29 was sliot c4nparable with
that of t;he pure alder stands.

Stability of corpoitiori within each stand was
not .niform arnon plots (Table 3). The pure alder stands

remained practically pure alder (Figure 9B) and the
pure conifer stand was diluted by only per cent with
red alder (Fiure 9-C). Within the conifer component of

the pure conifer stand, however, there wa a gradual

change from the original 100 per cent Douglas-fir to a
mIxed stand with increasing amounts of Sitka spruce and

western hemlock. The stand will probably remain pre-
dominantly Douglas-fir, but the zportion of spruce
and hemlock is likely to increase.

The greatest changes occurred in the mixed alder-
conifer stands. The presence of large numbers of
coniferous seedlings at time of plot establishment were
not reflected in the inItial volume estimate because
they were too small to be Inventoried. Despite their
slow initial development, however, they eventually iade
up 1/3 of the stand volume of plot 3. (Figure 9-A), and
somewhat less on plot 2. Much of the conifer volume

consists of small trees that persisted under the alder
canopy, and will probably constitute a much more prominent

component of the stand after the alder overatory opens up.



Table 3.-8tand composition by percent or cubic vol

Plots Age

I

1/ Trace

Red Douglas- Sitka etern
Alder fir Spruce Hemlock

a88e

- - - - -- - - ---------- Percent - - - - asesae- S. - - a - a
2

S 5

S

a

--5

5_ a
S - -

T

- - as
s_s ass
S - a as

- S
ass 5*5

S 5 555
-- S a aa
as - -55

140

s_. a

6
1)4
19
2)4
29

8

100
86
69
63
61

100

76

63
6)4

a - a - - a
11 211.

16 '42
20 32
21 27

- -

a - S

2
12

16

s_s
114 97 2 6 1
19 91 9 2 '4 6
2)4 87 93 3 '4. 9
29 614. 92 3 3 1].

8 a - S -a- 100 - - -
114. a - a 97 100 2
19 2 80 97
2)4 71 83 21
29

11 100 100

68 73

a_S a*

22

555
16
21

100
100

100
100

s_s
a_a ass

aSS

26
31

12
17

100
100

100
100

100
100

100
100

ass - -
s-_S - - *

aS S
a

a a
T

S -
-55

22
27

100
100

100
100

5_ S * - S
a - a a - -

555
* a 5

32 99 100 - - a

a - a a - a

1
2 3

11 14

17 S



Pigu.re 9.-u'3tereogram of study area and test stand8

O years after treatment.
A.--tinthinned m1xd a1deroonifer, age 29.
B.--Thlnned to pure Mider, age 31.

C.--Thlnned to pure conifor, age 29.



A

C
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECO?4ENDAT IONS

Conclusions of this study might have region-
wide application, but because of th. localized case

history nature of field data, they should be used with

circumspection. Some relationships expre8sed are more

clearcut than others and may suggest wider use.

The following are the major conclusions:

By age 29 the slow starting pure conifer
8tand all but matched the volume of the best pure

alder stand which was 3 years older.

After ago 20, growth rate in terms of

production turned greatly in favor of the pure
conifer stand.

Yield of the thinned pure alder stand at
age 31 was about 13 per cent less than that of
the unthinned pure alder.

Li.. After a 5eyear recovery period, production

of the thinned pure alder stand was almost compa-

rable with that of the unthinned pure alder stand.

Yields of the unthinned mixed alder-conifer

stands at age 29 were the lowest of any test stand.

After age 20, production of the mixed stands

was about equal to that of the pure alder stands
but considerably less than that of the pure oonifer

stand.
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Considering these conclusions, then, along with

selected management objectives, aome specific recommen-

dations can be considered for stands on sites similar to

those of this atudy, for instance:

Example l.--Situation: young, well-stocked stand

t pure alder

Ob1octiv: manage for alder

Trestment none, until growing space

is fully utilized, and then only

remove portion of stand which would

not reduce growing stock very much.

Example 2.-'-Situstion: young, well-stocked stand

of mixed alder-conifer

ObjectIve: manage for alder stand

Treatment,: remove all conifer but

defer thinning of alder until after

all growing space ii fully utilized.

Example 3.--Situation: young, well-stocked stand

of mixed alder and conifer.

Objective: manage for conifer

Treatment: remove all alder and thin

conifers for good spacing, giving

preference to species desired and

vigor of individual trees.

Much of the importance of the results of thi

study lies in the proximity of stand age to rotation age.



Although culmination of growth was not experienced by

any of the test stands, it is likely that this stags
of stand lif, for alder is not too distant. Subaeqtient

periodic measurements, therefore, will be of continued
importance in pinpointing stand characteristics of growth
and behavior.
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Date Species

9/hi Alder
Douglas-fir
Sitks Spruce
W. Hemlock

Total

9/46 Aider 71i2
Douglas-fir 3J2
Sitka Spruce 682
W. Hemlock 2

Total 15914.

9/51 Alder 626
Douglas-fir 122
Sitka Spruce 776
W. Hemlock 30

Total 15514.

9/56 Alder 1430
Douglas-fir 94
Sitka Spruce 736
W. Hemlock 314

Total 1294

536
98

736

3. 2 3
tjrithl.nned : TJnthjnned : Thinned to :

: Alder-Conifer: Alder-Conifer: Pure Conifer;
: D.B.H. Class: D.B.H. Class: B.B.H. Class:
:2"

PLOT S

6+ 12"+ :2+ 6+ 12"+ :2+ 6"+ l2+: 2"+ 6"+ 12"+: 2*+ 6I+ 12"+:
18 696 36 asS - as fl_fl fl - a 719 55 --S 1288 107 --a

6 - --a 20 2 - - 128 30 a_fl --- -a_fl
aSs - fi fi n_fl146 -an 1414 n_fl a a-- fl_a fl_fl ___ s-n
a- -

24
ea
-a-

8 _n -

770 38
flee 114

186
ama

30
nsa
-

a_a
719

fl_a

55
a - -
a--

a-fl
1288

fl_n

107
a_fl

58
40

-fla
- fla

810 118
36 2

22
278

aS a

112
fiSa

14.

708
-an 230fl-fl

a_fl
a

1066 :::
fl_s fl_-n268 ___ 306 14 --a - nfl n_fl fl_s a.. a - S flflfl

a - a

98

1614
66

a-a

fifi -
2

22

1136 120

6144
32

S

a

2

140
646

- 26
272

2
118

6
162

fl-s
14

---
34

-a-
708

a_a

230
a - S
S * a

fl_fl

1066

719
San

fl_a

244

316
asS

fl_fl
fl_fl

9
a - a

14 a - S 306 12 fl-n 3614. 40 2 fl_a fl_S S - S SSn ass a - a
10 a 26 6 46 20 s_S aan flea an a Safl flaa

251k 2 1008 268 2 708 228 36 5714 318 1 719 316 9

218
66
44

2
16

a_ -

450 296
20

350 28

6
2-n

28
256
346

22
1814

88

2
66

14

469

-a

360
a--

-- 6--a
fl_n--

519
-a -
_33

358
a na

14

20
flflfl
S - a

11g. __ - 30 6 a 50 26 2 1]. S - S fl-_n
342 18 850 3314 8 680 320 74 480 360 552 3-62 20

Table -Number of trees per acre

14 5
Thinned to : tlnthinned
Pure Alder : Pare Alder :

D.B.H. C1as: D,B,L Class:



Speciee

1 2
Unthlnxied : Unthinned

Alder-Conifer: Alder-Conifer
D.B.B. Class: D.B.R. Class
- 2"+ b+ 2"+ 6"+

Table --Average tree height

: Thinned to : Thinned to : Jnthinned
: Pure Conifer : Pure Alder : Pure Alder
D.B.H, Class : D.B.H Class -: D.B.H. Class

6+ 2 + 6+ 2+ 6+

LOT S

17 23
- as - as

22 33
a_a ss-

25

148 56-a-

146
a - a

57

8

'7 714

65

76

6/35- Red Aldez'
14/37 Conifer

3.2

13.
25
19

a--
--

- -- Se -

9/hi Red Alder 21 31 30 33 as a
Conifer 17 37 18 39 20 30

9/146 Red Alder 30 39 37 39 ___ - -
Conifer 19 14.1 20 11.3 28 37

9/51. Red Alder
Conifer 26

11.8 11.6
25

148

Ii? 38

9/56 Red Alder 55 57 56 57 a_a - -- a
Conifer 30 51 29 147 50 59 a_-a a a a



Di sine tei"
(inches)

2 U
3 19

25
5 30
6 31j,

7
8
9

10
U
12
13
14
15
16

Date Measured
9/146

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -Feet - - - -
6/35 9i

1/

9/56
- -

-
a

9/51

5].

Table 6,-Conifer tree heights or cornbired plots 1 and 2

j/ Heights for age 9 and 14 were established arbitrarily
from height curves of subsequent years.

/ Height 3.1849 + 9.1495D - 0.14292D2

/ Height = 3.30 + 8.91D - 0.314D2

/ Height -0.4578 + 8.:1365D - 0.2411D

12 13 13 15
20 2]. 20 22
26 27 27 28
31 33 33 314

35 37 38 140

39 41 42 45
1414 46 149

14 149 53
4 52 57
11! 514 60

55 62
55 65

66
67
68



Inches )

2 10 21$. 17 27

3 114 26 21 30

14. 19 27 26 32

5 21 27 29 33

6 23 27 31 33

7 214 32 33

8 214 33 33

9

10

Meaaured-
9/I.6 9/51

ota ).&2
comb I ned)

/ Heights for 1935 and 19141 were establish
from height curves of subsequent reara.

/ Height : 9.145 + 7.81i.73D - 0.507141)2

J Height 18.142 + 7.214391) - 0.63171)2

/ Height : 16.52 + 8.891) 0.621)2

/ Height : 21.149149 + 8.141791) - 0.149151)2

d arbitrarily

- -S S S S S

9/56
Plots 1&2
(combined)

g
30 32 36

314 38 11.2

37 142 147

39 14.6 51

39 11.8 514

39 148 56,

39 14.8 57

148 5?

14.8 57

Tabl. Red Aider ee heights for plots 1 and 2

* 1)

Diameter 6/35 9/14
Plot Plot Plot Plot

1 2 1 2
Plot Plo

1 2 (

23

28

33

36

38

14.0

140



T*ble8.--Conifer tree heights for plot
(Douglas-fir, Sitka spruce, Western hemlock)

53

/ Heights for 1936 were established arbitrarily from height
curves of subsequent years.
Height 1.81429 + 7.148371) - 0.38031)2

/ Height 13.87 + 14.591) - 0.091)2

/ Height 8.14967 + 1.65951) - 0.214.8141)2

- a_a - Sea S -

Diameter 6/36
-

9/14.1
Meaeured--
9/146 9 3. 9 6

n che s - - a 5 a ..n - ----Fe 8t" - S_as as--a

2 6 8 15 23 23

3 11 15 23. 27 29

14. 21 26 31 35

5 25 30 35 141

6 28 33 38 146

7 30 36 112 50

8 30 37 145 514

9 28 38 148 57

3.0 39 51 60

11 3e 53 63

12 38 56 65

13 58 66

114 60 67

15 62 67

16 67

17 67

18 66



Inchee

Table 9.--Alder tree height3 for plot

Diameter )4/3?
- - - S S 555555

9/51

514

9/6
S_-a S 5*

/ Heights for 1937 were established arbitrarily from heigh
curves of subsequent years.

/ Freehand curve from 19141 heipht measurements.

/ Freehand curve from 19146 height measurements.

k! Height 15.1307 + 11.6171413 - 0.7859132

/ Height a 14.2020 + 15.1433013 - 0.914119132

2 114. 21 28 35 31

3 20 28 36 14.3 142

14 23 31 11,2 149 51

5 23 32 36 514 58

6 23 32 148 56 63

7 33 148 58 67

8 33 11,9 58 6

9 14.9 58 68

10 11,9 8 68

U 58 68

12 68

to I4easurod- S - S- we - -*55 5*-S - - - - - - S - a



2

3

14.

S

6

7

8

9

11

12

/ Height =

/ Freehand

J Freehand
/ Height :

LI Height *

- - a - nSeaSSas --Date XeasL1red-

148

149

10.0806 + 6.51437D o.36914D2

curve from 19141 height meaeuroments.

curve from 19146 height measurements.

15.5176 + 1O.1147 0.5233D2

18.87 + 10.8778D o.5102D2

22 29

26 39

30 1414

314. 146

36 14.7

37 148

39 li.8

31 39

140 142 147

146 149 514

50 55 61

53 60 66

55 63 70

57 66 73

58 67 75

59 68 77

60 68 77

77

55

Tab e 10.A1der tree heighta for plot 5



Date
Neasired Spec

1956

Alder
Tot

a 2"+ 6+ 12"+
ass
a - a
- - a
91
91

l91.6 W. Hemlock 20
S. Spruce 188
D.-fir 288
Alder 1091

1951 W. Heni1óck 5
S. Spruce 14D.-fir 5t3
Alder 1885 908

Total 2975 ]11
Hemlock 101 7
Spruce 6142 173fir 857 7140

2550 1759
150

-- -

169

1401

30
1j2

1

--a
a-a
-as

-as

2a+ 6"+ 12"+

--a
--an sea

a Ce-
__a ass

an
a - a
--a
a ac

a_a a Ca
_ac
a_a
a-a
a a

a - a

S 8
808 120

15
112 a_a

03
162633

a 2526 11433
1j 2911 L39

1
--a 1415 11
331 115 87
36 3198 21431
7 3759 2663

an

2"+ 6"+ 12"+

201i

a-s

2

a_a

o2 81

3
151 13
83.14 568

a_a ss
a_s- s-a-
- -a a - a

s_a

s_s
s_s ass
sae as-
s-a --a

-a-
a--

148

sa as a

2"+ ô+ 12'
s_s ass Sea
a-a
a_s

ass
es-

1219
1219 I7

21127 1263E i 21427 1263
70

62 212 7
71 1560 --a 33140 23192.

717 33140 2319

a - S

s_a as -
a-a-a s_a

as-
s_s

ace as
- - a

2"+ 6"+ l2+
an aa sea
a 0 ass- as
a---

a-s
-a--

as
5._a 5
a_s an

214 1626
314.214 162

5--

ass
ass
as

a_n
asa
se-a
as-

a-n

s-a
a - a

14196 2796 196
T 14196 2796

ass an
5--

0 -as

a_a ass
a-a
-as
539

1 2 3 14 5
TJnthinned Unthinned Thinned to Thinned to Unthinned

Alder-Conifer Alder-Conifer Pure Conifer Pure Alder Pure Alder

59 17
514

527 71

l93-3lW. Hemlock
S. SpruceD.fir
Alder

Total
19141 W. Hemlock

S. SpruceD.-fir
Alder

Total

7Total 1,

s_a sea
5-a- Sc



Table 12.PeriodIc growth by atand size classesin cubic reet

Thinned to
Pure Alder

D.B.i. Class

914 150
764 168

2
766

862
120 1027

14
1222

--.5
913
170

1083

12
992
258

1250

1027

65lU-a S

116

305
1220

24

Unthinned
P.Lre A ldei'

D.BJ. Class
2"+ 6"+

1165 67
1165 67

S_s 5S
.1165 67

89 14.09
1321 1172

10
331 Ii72

29 677
938 1187
193

1131 1187

385
772 1170
395 16

1167 1186

62 252
99 1332
1331

1390 1332

'It

Date Growth
Keased item

P L.0 T S
1

tJnthinned
Alder-Conifer'
D.BM. Cless

2
tJnth I nned

Aider'-Conifer
Class

Thinned to
Pure Conifer
D.B.li. Class

2+ 6+ - 2"+ ô+ 2' 6" +

1935-37 Ingrowth 91 a 238 s_a a a -S
Pr' o duct ion 91 238 a aa 3 a_S
Mortality a - a- a a_a a a -S a
Vol. Increase 91 a-- 238 S

1914.1 Ingrowth 263 71 264 128 117 81
Production 1436 71 593 128 205 81
Mortality a - a_a a-a a_a
Vol Increase 436 71 593 128 205 81

1946 Ingrowth
Production

252
1060

263
1429

136 292 148 323
503Eilo

Mortality a_a a-s --S
Vol. increas 1060 429 6149 37S. 810 503

1951 Ingrowth 16 636 7 638 37 432Prod uction 1388 1042 1035 1036 1623 1293
Mort eli ty 89 128 72 64
Vol Incróaso 11477 1042 1163 1036 1695 1357

1956 Irigrowtb 5 379 8 299 .15 1306
Pi'cdict Ion 1175 1305 879 1121 2095 2004Mortality 247 5 318 17 aa
Vol. mere ass 1422 1310 1197 1129 2112 2004

2"+ .6"+

1455 8
13.55 8.

Ii.55 8



Date

Plot 2
Unthinned : Unthinned

Alder-Conlfør Alder-Conifer
: D.B.}i. Class D..}I. Class

2"+ 6"+ 2+ 6"+

191j.1 29.97

19146 87.60

191 1414..7

196 179.17

Table 13.--Basal area per acr.

Plot 3
Thinned to

Pure Conifer
D.E.B. Class

2"+
3quare feet

S - S 10.90 0 70 S - S 19.66 0.79 51.57 1.09

57.13

914.91

118.(14

137.73

Plot 14.
: Thinned to

Pure Alder
: ).B. Class

2"+ 6+

I
.I
*I
I

12.06 93.37 2.75

56.59 123.13 67.39

93.33 137.62 101.L2

125.07 1514.12 1314.26

Plot 5
LTnthinned

Pure Alder
D.B.H. C1asD.B.H. C1as

Plot 1

2+2+

.]4 37.0L, 8.63 18.80 1.72

214.37 87.148 29.18 68.26 1iL.Ii.

73.14.7 127.78 7.19 129.71i. 97.114

120.83 13.O3 113.00 l89.2 163.12



Table lLi.--1.dAld.r (àlmu.rabrs)
Qibto ,o1u (4-isok top d.i.b., .t u .iat) !/

?oI.1 h.ijht 1* rust

3° 5° Cublo ±eet
5° 1 110

6 1.8 2.7 3.5 4.4 5.2 6.1 7.0
7 2.4 3.6 4.7 5.9 7.0 8.1 9.2
8 3.1 4.6 6.0 7.5 9.0 10.4 11.9 13.3 114.6

9 3.8 5.7 7.5 9.3 11.2 12.9 14.6 16.6 18.4
10 4.7 6.9 9.1 11.14 15.6 15.8 18.0 20.2 22.4 24.5

11 10.9 13.6 16.2 18.9 21.5 214.1 26.7 29.3
12 12.8 16.0 19.1 22.2 25.3 28.3 51.4 34.5

13 14.9 18.5 22.1 25.7 29.3 32.9 36.4 39.9 43.5
14 21.2 25.4 29.5 33.6 37.7 141.8 45.9 18.8

15 24.2 28.9 33.6 38.3 A.2.9 147.6 522 56.8

16 27.3 32.6 37.9 43.1 48.4 53.6 58.8 64.0

17 30.5 36.5 142.4 48.3 54.2 60.0 65.9 71.7
18 34.0 40.6 47.2 53.7 60.2 66.8 75.3 79.6

19 1L.9 52.2 59.4 66.6 73.9 81.1 86.2

20 49.14 57.4 65.3 73.3 81.2 89.1 97.0

21 54.1 62.8 71.6 80.3 69.0 97.6 106.2

22 68.5 78.0 87.5 97.7 106.5 115.9

25 74.4 64.8 95.0 105.3 115.6 125.8

24 80.6 91.8 102.9 114.1 125.2 136.2

25 66.9 99.0 111.0 123.1 135.0 147.0

26 93.5 106.5 119.4 132.4 145.3 156.1

27 100.3 114.3 126.1 1142.0 155.9 169.7

28 107.3 122.3 137.1 152.0 166.8 181.6

2/ Vo1.s urs th. s no in Tabli 9 in 'Vo1s T.bl.s for P.r.nnust 3a1i Plots (10) zospt for 1s
sb in thu 20-throut 30-foot b.aihts. Thus. add.d vnhisi we d.w.lep.d fros the fo11owia quntion (9)
Lo V - 1.8618 Loj D .9751 Lg I - 2.Wji26.



D.8 ..
(mobs.) 10 20 30

2 .58 .52 .64 .71 .76 .82
3 .63 .93 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2
14 .68 i.i 1.9 2.2 2.6 2.9 3.3 3.7
5 1.9 2.7 5.3 3.8 4.3 4.9 ,5 6.1

6 2.5 3.5 4.14 5.2 6.0 6.6 7.7 8.5
7 3.1 14.5 5.7 6.8 7.9 9.1 10.2 11.3
8 3.8 5.5 7.1 8.7 10.0 11.6 15.0 14.4 16.0 17.14 18.5
9 14.5 6.6 6.6 10.7 12.i 14.3 16.2 17.9 19.6 21.5 25.1

10 5.2 7.8 10.3 12.8 15.0 17.1 19.6 21.8 23.7 26.0 28.0

11 12.0 15.2 17.9 20.7 23.4 25.9 28.0 50.5 33.4
12 15.9 17.7 20.9 24.5 27.4 30.4 33.1 56.2 59.2
15 15.9 20.3 21.1 28,1 31.7 35.2 38.14 14.9 45.5
14 25.2 27.6 32.2 36.3 LØ.4 144.1 148.14 52.2
15 26.1 51.3 36.5 141.2 145.8 50.0 55.0 .3

16
17
18
19
20

Tb1e 15.-- Md A14r (A1a. rur.)
abie yg1we j.1iadta and tip

T.ts1 h.ikt ie feet
50 .. 7

Cubic feet
100 110 120

29.3 35.1 14.1 14.4 51.6 56.3 62.0 66.9
32.6 39.2 45.9 51.8 57.6 62.8 69.3 714.8
56.1 43.5 50.9 57.5 64.0 70.5 76.9 83.2

Lho 56.2 63.5 70.7 77.1 814.8 91.9
52.6 61.8 69.7 77.7 85.1 93.5 101.1

21 57.4 67.5 76.2 85.0 95.7 102.3 110.7
22 75.5 83.0 92.5 105.3 111.7 120.6
23 79.7 90.0 100.4 112.2 122.6 151.0

86.2 97. 108.6 120.9 132.2 141.8
25 92.9 1(4.9 117.0 131.1 1143.0 152.9

26 99.8 112,7 125.8 140.14 155.5 164.4
27 1(.9 120.7 1314.8 151.0 164.9 176.5

114.2 129.5 144.1 161.0 175.8 188.6
./ This tsblu a d,velop.d by adjustin viu.. ii Table 9 of Yo1uae b1us for FSP's vMh . for

red alder--stu..p sM tip ao14d The adju.*it inYolTed adding thu d ff,rio btw. thu o 1s shown
iu Tubi.. 1 aid 5 for Dou1a.-fir oto1i. T*bl.s for PSP's (1C. This the vo1we in stuJuç and
tip for a bo1u-fir tree of 1iv. d.b.h. and height ii the suwe em for red aider trees at th ss. Lb.h.
md height. Ya1,s resulting tro.i this adj.tasr1t were th ourvud iogarithuioslly ..nd eztdsd to inoit.dedt..ts d. to 2 iai.0 md heights down to 10 f..t.


